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Information literacy
We are constantly surrounded by all kinds of
information, coming to us increasingly
through digital channels: how to make the
most of this opportunity without being
overwhelmed or misled?

We need to train our critical thinking skills!
Critical thinking skills are our #1 ally in trying to determine whether
something we read online is reliable or not. Some of the information
we come across is genuine and fact‐based, but some of it may be
FALSE and/or HARMFUL.
Here is how we classify it:

HARMFUL

FALSE

Mis‐information
Sharing false
information
without bad
intentions

Dis‐information
Sharing false
information
with bad
intentions

Mal‐information
Sharing real
information
with bad
intentions

How do we choose what to read and what to trust then,
in the ocean of information available online and oﬄine?

Firstly, ask yourself the right questions:

did you ﬁnd this
article? Does the
source look
reliable
(presentation,
ads, …)?

wrote this
article? Do they
have an active
and
professional
online
presence?

is this article
presented? Clean and
professional or full of
mistakes, ALL CAPS
and excessive
punctuation???

is this article
claiming? Are
the claims
supported by
evidence?

was this article
written? Is the tone
neutral and
informative or
biased and
emotionally
charged?

Secondly, remember to recognise your own
biases: your opinion on a topic may prevent you
from reading an article objectively!

Finally, rely on the experts! Many countries have
a national fact‐checking service whose job is to
verify whether speciﬁc pieces of news
correspond to reality or not.

